MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF THE DYNAMICS OF HEALTH RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH ALCOHOLISM IN TANZANIA: A LITERATURE REVIEW
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Abstract. In this paper, a number of alcohol related studies have been reviewed in light of the strength and challenges of the models developed for their applicability in Tanzanian drinking context. The aim of this paper is to provide a meaningful reference of the current state of the art regarding to modeling the health risks epidemics associated with alcoholic behavior in the community. It also discusses and identify current open problem reflecting on more realistic community and suggesting new research perspectives in the mathematical modeling of alcoholism and its related risks. The peer influence and social cultural practices appear to be two equally important influential aspects of model formulation with opposing effects on the spread of alcoholism. The study also reveals that, different levels of alcohol consumption has differing health effects. In this regard, the study proposes development of an advanced infection models to represent the influence of external motivations on the spreading of alcohol abuse by introducing different population segments with distinct exposition towards and resistance to the influence of drugs as an open relevant problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Alcoholic beverages have long been used and considered as integral part of most cultures around the world [1, 2]. They have been used as part of entertainment by means of bringing people together in so many ways. Unfortunately, alcohol drinking is an addictive behavior in which a drinking individual accelerates to the state physical alcohol dependency after using the drink for sometimes without personal control initiatives. Unless stated otherwise, this state of addiction to the consumption of alcoholic drinks which eventually accelerate to alcohol dependency is referred to as alcoholism throughout this paper.

Alcohol drinking behaviors is one of the health risk factors for some lifestyle diseases [3, 4]. It is one among the major global risk factors in the Global Burden of Diseases (GBD) [4, 5]. Health challenges associated with alcoholism include malnutrition, chronic pancreatitis, liver cirrhosis, different types of cancer, and damage to the central and peripheral nervous system [2, 6, 7, 8, 9]. In support of this, Wiessing and collaborators identified social problems and crimes as direct and indirect indicators of prevalence of drugs and substance abuse in the community [10].

The effects of alcohol on human health and social well-being can be addressed in two perspectives: the health risks and injuries associated with alcohol use; and its extended impacts to the family and community through violence, and economy instability. Cancer and cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) combined contribute at least 40% of all alcohol-related deaths that accounting to more than one million deaths per year globally [6]. This statistics has continually been increasing from time to time. For instance, recently WHO [11] reported that, alcohol associated health risks resulting from harmful use of alcoholic beverages is responsible for three million deaths every year. This may be translated into six deaths occurring every single minute daily.

Alcoholism in the community may be influenced by several factors including; age, genetic disposition, ethnic groups, sex, mental health, social environment, and stress [8]. The key
determinants of alcohol related health risks are: the volume of alcohol consumed, the patterns of drinking and quality of alcohol consumed [2, 12].

Despite the health challenges emanating from alcoholism, most cultures promote drinking practices that are positive while discouraging those associated with adverse behaviors. This idea gets some literature supports in which many alcohol drinkers borrow a lie. According to Grønbaek [13], alcohol consumed at a desired level has some health benefits such as prevention of thrombosis. The study also identify alcohol as a source of income in rural communities [13]. However, the recent studies put this stand into challenges, it is finally established that there are health challenges regardless of the amount of alcohol consumed [4]. That is to say, there is no safe level of alcohol consumption which is free from health risks as it was believed for quite sometimes.

In Tanzanian settings, alcoholic beverages are available in terms of standard bottled beers, spirits, wines and locally made brews. Most of locally made illegal spirits are not freely sold in the market but they have been long existed in the free black markets in different communities. Since local brews are produced from the locally available ingredients, they are readily available at a comparatively lower prices than modern/standard beers and spirits, posing a greater health risks to low earned income population [14]. Although, the legally acceptable age for alcohol use in Tanzania is 18 years, it was observed that in many places of the country people of underage have access to alcohol especially the locally made brews and spirit [15]. This is supported by a recent survey conducted among secondary school students that revealed at least 64% had easy access to alcohol [15].

The drinking threshold to be referred to as an alcoholic is estimated to be a maximum of 21 standard bottles per week for men and 14 drinks per week for women [2, 12, 13]. In Tanzanian context, the standard bottle of a beer carries between 250mls to 500mls while spirits and wines takes different volumes depending on the packages applied. However, a very small fraction of the Tanzanian population are non-drinkers while majority endure in drinking. This implies that a broader public health message of the beneficial effects regarding to alcohol use does not seem to be interesting topic in most societies.
Different scholars have made an attempt to address the problem of alcoholism in different ways. Mathematical approach by means of model development, simulation and analysis regarding the question of alcohol epidemic have been employed in an attempt to provide insight on effects of alcohol consumption on health and socio-economic aspects of the society. The aim of this review paper is twofold: first is to provide a meaningful reference of the current state of the art regarding to modeling of health risks epidemic associated with alcoholism behavior in the community. Secondly, is to discuss and identify current open problems reflecting on more realistic community and suggesting new research perspectives in the mathematical modeling of alcoholism and its related risks.

2. **The Dynamics of Alcoholism**

2.1. **The effects of Religious beliefs.** Religious beliefs have gained popularity in recent times over different parts of the world. It is one of the popular social cultural practices with such a greater influence which assumes the roles of the control agent of addictive substances including alcoholism. According to Koening and collaborators [16], religiosity has positive effects on both physical and mental health. This fact has propelled researches regarding to the direct or indirect roles of religious on health [18]. However, an increased number of individuals that are actively participating in their religious might have contributed to the increased interest of researching on the relationship between religious and health [17]. In the recent study [15], it was revealed that religiosity is one among the reasons for some people to abstain alcohol drinking. This was also true for some individuals who are non alcohol drinkers. Since the definition of religiosity is debatable, in this study, we borrow the definition of religiosity from [16], that is, any organized set of beliefs and measurable practices within a community of people who accept an authoritative doctrine. Based on the above literature, for the model to be realistic it is clear that religious beliefs and/or any other influential social cultural beliefs make an important component in the formulation of alcohol dynamic models.

2.2. **The effects of peer influence.** Peer influence has been closely associated with the spread of alcoholic behaviors in the community. Different cultures in Tanzania, for instance, praises alcohol drinking habits through cultural songs and other cultural practices. Available literature
reveals that, at least 64% of American adults consider themselves drinkers and 20% admitted to have occasionally over consumed alcohol. Over consumption and abuse of alcohol among American college and university communities is reported to be as higher as 33%. Peer influence and social pressure is also recorded as the main agent to the increase of the scenes of alcohol abuse in university communities [19].

Mundt and collaborators [20], formulated and analyzed a stochastic actor - based model for peer selection and influence effects on adolescent alcohol use with the aim of disentangling selection associated with the dynamic interplay of adolescent friendship and alcohol use. In this study, they analyzed data from Add Health, a longitudinal survey of selected students enrolled between 1995 and 1996 in the U.S. The study findings revealed that, peer selection plays a major role in alcohol use behavior among adolescent friends.

Walsh and collaborators [21] examined parental, peer, and school predictors of alcohol drinking among Israeli−born adolescents and first and second generation adolescent immigrants from the Former Soviet Union (FSU) and Ethiopia in Israel. In this study, they used Pearson’s Chi-Square and logistic regression models to examined the differences between the groups for drinking and group specific predictors of drinking respectively. The influence of both, parents through parenting and peer pressure measured by the amount of time spent together, play greater roles in shaping individuals drinking behaviors. For example, the study found out that, first generation FSU and both Ethiopian groups had greater time with friends with lower levels of parental monitoring and they reported to have higher levels of binge drinking and drunkenness than Israeli - born adolescents. It reveals further that, time spent with peers consistently predicted immigrant alcohol use. It was suggested further that, drinking patterns must be understood in relation to country of origin and immigration experience of a particular group.

A recent study conducted in Tanzania reveals that, most of alcoholic drinkers had their first drinking experience at the social event [15]. This experience in the initiation stage may be closely associated to the influence of peer pressures and provision of free and easy access to the alcoholic beverages in an exciting moments. It was reported further that, between 31% - 66% of the drinkers population took the standard bottled beers during their first time drinking while 36% - 45% of the school girls had the locally made brews as their first alcoholic drink
This implies that exposure to drinking context is yet another important pulling factor to alcoholic behaviors. In Tanzania and many other African countries, local brewery activities are performed by women with the assistance from their daughters. The practice will automatically set good exposure for girls to the drinking context than the case may be in the boys.

Generally, drinking habits at younger ages, is unacceptable behavior in many communities. For example, the study conducted by DGC in 2007 reported that, at least 76% of the European population were against alcohol advertisements targeted the young citizens in all member states [22]. It is therefore important to consider peer influence in the model formulation. The peer influence inters in the system as a changing agent in molding individuals behavior towards alcohol drinking.

2.3. Application of the theory of reasoned action (TRA). Different studies have indirectly proved that alcohol drinking habit obeys the theory of reasoned action (TRA) rooted in Socio-psychology. TRA explains how and why individual’s attitude influences behavior. Darwin [29] is considered to be the father of this phenomenon, by pioneering the study about the attitude towards behavior. The study defines the attitude as the expression of physical and emotion. The great psychologist later looked at attitude as the source of emotion of cognitive with the behavior component, both verbal or non-verbal [30].

The theory of reasoned action or behavior is applicable to many kinds of behaviors today, especially in socio-psychology. It focus on intention variable determined by the attitude, subjective norm and other important norms. The individual’s behavior is determined by attitude toward behavioral outcome and public opinions on the behavior. According to the theory, every behavior is influenced by intention which is the function of attitude of behavior and subjective norm [31]. A behavior, for that matter, is the transition of intention into an action or practice. On another hand, attitude towards a behavior is result of thorough assessment made by an individual regarding to the belief about cost and benefits of the behavior and its consequences. Similarly, subjective norm is influenced by the the combination of personal belief towards public opinions, and the motivation to conform to the group norms.

Regarding to alcohol drinking behavior, no one drinks alcohol accidentally. An individual will consciously consume alcohol whenever expectations of getting positive consequences of
drinking outweigh those of not drinking, its converse is also true [32]. An individual’s decision on whether or not to take an alcoholic drink is determined by various factors including, but not limited to, past experiences with drinking, current life situation. These factors, modulated by individual’s neurochemical reactivity to alcohol, will help to form expectations of effective change from drinking alcohol [32]. However, parental influence over individual’s behavior may not go unappreciated. For instance, in survey conducted by Francis and collaborators [15], parental influence was mentioned as one among the main reasons some people did not engage in the drinking behaviors. That, if alcohol drinking is not something the parents feel proud of, then no one under their guidance would be expected to drink while hunting the approval of the parents. The same is true for other behaviors. This stand is also backed up by [21] in which parenting and peer pressure proved to be very influential towards behavioral change. People tend to learn or unlearn different behaviors from different individuals around them, especially those who deserve their respect befitting a role model.

3. Modeling Basics

In epidemiological studies, transmission of infectious agents in the host population is key process deserving the descriptive analysis when the model compartments is used to study a particular infectious disease [33]. Mathematical models may be extended to describe behavioral dynamics and transmission where people already in the behavior may act as transmission agent in the host population provided a desired amount of interactions between them is allowed. When a behavior associated with health risk factors emerge in any community, the total population in the community can be partitioned into a number of categories depending on the risk levels or defined patterns individuals exhibit. Mathematical modeling of alcohol drinking epidemic and its consequences on human health has been an interesting topic for many researchers. The similarity between the spreading nature of alcoholic behavior and that of infectious diseases has attracted modelers to use mathematical modeling as an essential tool for simulating the behavior and provide valuable control analysis. Most models developed in relation to alcoholism and its consequences fall in the category of SIR with or without significant modification.

In both studies Bhunu [8], and Huo & Liu [9] separately, used an extension of the basic SIR model approach to model the spread of alcoholism in the community. While remaining
conventional on SIR model, Bhunu [8] considered deterministic models by splitting alcoholic population into two classes based on different consumption levels (see system (1)). According to Bhunu [8], the following model reflects the problem of alcoholism epidemic

\begin{align}
S'(t) &= \Lambda - (\lambda + \mu) S \\
D'(t) &= \lambda S - (\mu + \rho + \gamma) D \\
A'(t) &= \rho D - (\mu + v + \delta) A + \sigma R \\
R'(t) &= \gamma D + \delta A - (\gamma + \mu) R
\end{align}

with \( \lambda = \frac{\beta c (D + \theta A)}{N} \) and non-negative associated parameters and state variables at all times. The study aimed at gaining insight on the growth of alcoholism as a health and social problem. Analytical and numerical methods were used for analysis of the model. It was found out that it is easy for moderate drinkers to quit alcohol drinking than alcoholics. Thus, any effort geared to encourage and support moderate drinkers to quit drinking will be effective that using the same efforts to alcoholic population.

Two years later, Wang and collaborators [35] authored a different study with deterministic SATQ type mathematical model to investigate the optimal control strategies in alcoholism. This is another SIR like model with slight modification to accommodate treatment intervention. In this study, using the model system (2), the spread of alcoholism is studied with two control strategies \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \), to gain insights about health and social phenomenon. The following is the model system presented in the said study.

\begin{align}
S'(t) &= \mu N - (1 - u_1) \frac{\beta S A}{N} - \mu S \\
A'(t) &= (1 - u_1) \frac{\beta S A}{N} + \xi T - (u_2 + \mu) A \\
T'(t) &= u_2 A - (\mu + \xi + \delta) T \\
Q'(t) &= \delta T - \mu Q
\end{align}

where \( 0 \leq u_i \leq 1, \{i = 1, 2\} \). It considered the closed environment with the total population in four compartments: the susceptible compartment, \( S(t) \), with individuals who either do not drink or drink moderately without affecting the physical health; the alcoholism compartment, \( A(t) \), with individuals who binge drink and affect the physical health seriously; the treatment compartment, \( T(t) \), with individuals who have been receiving alcohol related treatments after
alcoholism; and the quitting compartment, $Q(t)$, which refers to the individuals who recover from alcoholism after treatment and stay off alcohol hereafter. However, grouping moderate drinkers population and susceptible population together is challenged by the recently published scientific study affirming that alcohol consumption at whatever level poses health challenges and that there is no healthy drinking of alcohol [4]. Just like in Bhunu [8], this study also ignored the contribution of the social cultural practices in the control of alcoholism problem in the community.

In a different study, Huo & Liu [9] considered a relapse alcoholic model on weighted network by dividing the total population into susceptible, $S$; infections, $I$; and recovery, $R$; making a simple SIRS model. In that regard, the following model were formulated and analyzed

\begin{align*}
S'_k(t) &= b(1 - S_k(t) - I_k(t) - R_k(t))S - kS_k(t)\Theta(t) + \sigma R_k(t) - \mu S_k(t) \\
I'_k(t) &= kS_k(t)\Theta(t) + \beta R_k(t) - \alpha I_k(t) - \mu I_k(t) \\
R'_k(t) &= \alpha I_k(t) - \beta R_k(t) - \sigma R_k(t) - \mu R_k(t)
\end{align*}

with initial conditions

$$\Omega^* = \{(S_k(t), I_k(t), R_k(t)) \in \mathbb{R}_+^3 | 0 \leq S_k(t) \leq 1, 0 \leq I_k(t) \leq 1, 0 \leq R_k(t) \leq 1, k = 1, 2, \ldots, n\}$$

and

$$\Theta(t) = \sum_i \lambda_{ik} \frac{\varphi(i)}{i} P(i|k) I_i(t).$$

The model system (3) was used to study the peer influence on individual’s drinking dynamics. The analysis results looked at interaction between susceptible and alcoholism, and reculperator recurrence drinking alcohol as the determinant of alcoholic problem. Thus, reducing the sequence of interaction between susceptible and alcoholism, and stopping reculperator recurrence drinking alcohol may be an effective control to eliminate alcoholic problem in the community.

While both, Bhunu & Huo suggested some workable intervention programs, they did not seem to have considered the effects of social cultural beliefs which plays an influencing roles in molding peoples’ behaviors [15, 34]. Also, they partially agree with the multilevel risk of alcohol consumption and its relationship between health and social outcomes suggested by Jernigan [3]. The multilevel risks of alcohol consumption can be meaningful when extended beyond two classes.
In Mushayabasa [36], an SIR like mathematical model to investigate the role of optimal intervention strategies on controlling excessive alcohol drinking and its related adverse health effects in the community was proposed and analyzed. The study considered the transmission process as the social contract between heavy and light alcohol consumers within an unchanging shared drinking context. Two models — an autonomous system with constant parameters in relevant alcohol drinking components and alcohol related treatment model — incorporating peer influence were proposed and analyzed qualitatively. The study considers the model with the total drinking population in four different population compartments depending on individuals’ alcohol consumption level as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
S'(t) &= \mu N - g(H) \frac{S}{N} - \mu S + (1-p) \psi A \\
H'(t) &= g(H) \frac{S}{N} - (\phi + \epsilon + \mu) H \\
A'(t) &= (1-f) \phi H - (\psi + \mu) A \\
R'(t) &= f \phi H + p \phi A - \mu R
\end{align*}
\]

Susceptible, \( S(t) \), contains light alcohol consumers; heavy, \( H(t) \), contains heavy alcohol consumers; \( A(t) \) contains individuals receiving alcohol related treatment and consume alcohol occasionally; and recovered, \( R(t) \), which contains both individuals on treatments and those who have successfully completed treatment and permanently quit alcohol consumption. In his study, optimal control results suggested that, effective control of high-risk alcohol drinking can be achieved if more resources and efforts are devoted on weakening the intensity of social interactions between light and heavy drinkers. It was suggested further that, time dependent interventions have the potential to eliminate the problem of excessive alcohol use. Having alcoholic population in three classes depending on their consumption level answers the multilevel risks challenges appeared in the previous literature. However, the study considered only drinkers population and left the non drinkers population out of the system. As observed in the previous literature, the study also ignored the contribution on social cultural beliefs in controlling the problem.

Xiang and collaborators [37] worked on global property of a drinking model with the public health campaigns. To describe the problem, the drinking population is subdivided into five groups: susceptible drinkers, \( S(t) \), who moderately consume alcohol but may develop alcohol
related problems and refuses public health education; educated drinkers, \( E(t) \), who consume alcohol in moderation and accept the public health education; alcoholics, \( A(t) \), who have drinking problems or addictions; and temporarily recovered drinkers, \( R(t) \), former alcoholics who have entered treatment and are abstaining from alcohol; quit drinkers, \( Q(t) \), who permanently quit drinking. The following model was established

\[
\begin{align*}
S'(t) &= q\mu \Lambda - \beta SA - \beta SA + (p + \mu) S \\
E'(t) &= (1 - q) \mu \Lambda + pS - \beta \sigma EA - (\mu + \varepsilon) E \\
A'(t) &= \beta SA + \beta \sigma EA + \delta R - (\mu + a_1 + \gamma) A \\
R'(t) &= \gamma A - (\delta + \xi + \mu + a_2) R \\
Q'(t) &= \xi R + \varepsilon E - \mu Q
\end{align*}
\]

(5)

With the help of Lyapunov function, global stability of equilibria of the model system (5) is derived. The basic reproduction number, \( R_0 \), were obtained by means of the next generation matrix and the global stability of model has been proved by using the Lyapunov function. The study analysis revealed that, the public health educational campaigns of drinking individuals can slow down the drinking dynamics. Some numerical simulations are also used to support this conclusion. Again this work is not free from the challenges of ignoring the influence of social cultural beliefs existing in the society.

A non-linear SHTR model [38] studied the dynamics of drinking epidemics where the susceptible compartment \( S \) of the model took non drinkers population and the compartment \( H \) recruited heavy alcohol drinkers with no considerations of the light alcohol drinkers.

\[
\begin{align*}
S'(t) &= b - \alpha SH - \mu S + \eta R \\
H'(t) &= \alpha SH - (\mu + \delta_1 + \phi) H \\
T'(t) &= \phi H - (\mu + \delta_2 + \gamma) T \\
R'(t) &= \gamma T - (\mu + \eta) R
\end{align*}
\]

(6)

with initial conditions \( S(0) \geq 0, H(0) \geq 0, T(0) \geq 0, \) and \( R(0) \geq 0 \). In this study, the conditions for existence and stability of drinking free and endemic equilibria points were established by using Lassalle’s invariance principle of Lyapunov function. Analytical results were later confirmed by some numerical simulations putting forward three useful methods of combating the drinking epidemics. These include: reducing the contact rate between non drinkers and heavy
drinkers; increasing the number of drinkers that go into treatment; and educating to refrain from drinking. The authors also seem to have generalized the concept of alcoholism without considering multilevel risks phenomenon based on one’s drinking patterns and frequency.

A risk - structured model for the spread of drug abuse presented by system (7) was used to estimate an epidemic threshold value (abuse reproduction number) [39].

\[
\begin{align*}
S'_H(t) &= \rho \Lambda - \frac{\beta_1 U S_H}{N} - (\mu + \omega_1) S_H + \omega_2 S_L \\
S'_L(t) &= (1 - \rho) \Lambda - \frac{\eta_1 \beta_1 U S_L}{N} - (\mu + \omega_2) S_L + \omega_1 S_H, \quad 0 < \eta_1 < 1 \\
U'(t) &= \frac{\beta_1 U (S_H + \eta_1 S_L)}{N} + \frac{\beta_2 U (R_H + \eta_2 R_L)}{N} - (\mu + \sigma + \delta + \rho + \rho_h + \rho_l) U \\
T'(t) &= \sigma U - (\mu + \gamma_h + \gamma_l) T \\
R'_H(t) &= \gamma_h T + \rho_h U - \frac{\beta_2 U R_H}{N} - (\mu + \epsilon_1) R_H + \epsilon_2 R_L \\
R'_L(t) &= \gamma_l T + \rho_l U - \frac{\eta_2 \beta_2 U R_L}{N} - (\mu + \epsilon_2) R_L + \epsilon_1 R_H, \quad 0 < \eta_2 < 1
\end{align*}
\]

with initial conditions \( S_H(0) = S_H(0) > 0, S_L(0) = S_L(0) > 0, U(0) = U(0) = 0, T(0) = T(0) = 0, R_H(0) = R_H(0) > 0, R_L(0) = R_L(0) > 0 \) and positive model parameters. In this complex model, the question of multilevel risks has been addressed and the model solution revealed that public health education on skills to handle the risky situation may be the best approach to protect individuals from initiating or re-initiating into drug abuse. However, just like any other previous studies, the study did not consider the importance of social cultural influences in molding human behavior.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In light of the above literature, it is clear that mathematical modeling approach towards solving different problems have continually attracted most researchers. This is also true for health problems and its associated risks as the consequences of alcoholism. However, the field of drugs abuse and substance addiction like other fields is not without challenges. Based on the fact that, the field of drug abuse and addiction largely depend on behavioral criteria than physical and biological personalities: defining, quantifying and measuring the phenomena of studies of drug abuse has been recorded as one among the great challenges facing the drug abuse epidemiologists [40].

It is well known that even the best models have some imperfections in one way or another [41]. It is therefore utmost important to continue reviewing and improving the models available.
from time to time, in order to increase their usefulness. Motivated by above literature, the studies reviewed provide the stepping stone towards developing a more relevant model. In light of the above literature, the open problem which comes out clearly includes: developing a complex and more relevant models the dynamics of health related risks associated with alcoholism and its control strategy addressing the main aspects raised above as the challenge to most of the studies. Such models are expected to take into account the influence of external motivations on the spreading of alcohol abuse by introducing different population segments with distinct expositions, towards and resistance to the influence of drugs.

Since different levels of alcohol consumption has different health effects, alcohol drinking population is anticipated to be considered in three categories depending on their alcohol drinking habits as follows;

(1) **Low risk population:** involving the population proportion who drink alcohol once in while mainly when they are involved in some special events, they are also known as occasional drinkers.

(2) **Moderate risk population:** involving the population proportion who drink alcohol on regular basis but have not developed symptoms of alcohol dependency.

(3) **High risk population:** these include the population proportion who consume alcohol frequently and at large amount, they may or may not have developed symptoms of alcohol dependency but they have crossed the threshold of alcoholism.

Inclusion of the influence of external motivations with positive and negative influential effects, and a clearly defined alcohol drinking population will make this study even more peculiar and it will distinguish itself from most of the models developed over the subject.
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